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Abstract

This paper proposes a new distributed control method for three-phase reactive power control of
distributed energy resources (DERs) in distribution systems. Each DER-connected bus has been
equipped with a local bus controller which has bi-way communications with bus controllers at
adjacent buses upstream and downstream to the bus under consideration. The reactive powers
of a DER-connected bus are adjusted to prevent its monitored buses from voltage violations.
When voltage violations occur, the required reactive powers for the bus are determined based on
the voltage violations on its monitored buses, and equivalent impedances and phase angle shift-
ing between the substation transformer and the study bus. If the required reactive powers of a
DER-connected bus are beyond its capacities, the neighbor DER-connected buses are required to
share the additional generations. A new iterative residual splitting distributed control algorithm
is proposed to coordinate the reactive powers between DER-connected buses. Each DER unit at
a DER-connected bus has been equipped with a local unit controller which has bi-way communi-
cations with unit controllers at adjacent units of the same bus as the unit under consideration. A
consensus-based distributed control algorithm is used to allocate the total demand among units
with respect to their capacities. The test results on a modified IEEE 123-node feeder are given
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Abstract— This paper proposes a new distributed control 

method for three-phase reactive power control of distributed 

energy resources (DERs) in distribution systems.  Each 

DER-connected bus has been equipped with a local bus controller 

which has bi-way communications with bus controllers at 

adjacent buses upstream and downstream to the bus under 

consideration. The reactive powers of a DER-connected bus are 

adjusted to prevent its monitored buses from voltage violations. 

When voltage violations occur, the required reactive powers for 

the bus are determined based on the voltage violations on its 

monitored buses, and equivalent impedances and phase angle 

shifting between the substation transformer and the study bus. If 

the required reactive powers of a DER-connected bus are beyond 

its capacities, the neighbor DER-connected buses are required to 

share the additional generations. A new iterative residual splitting 

distributed control algorithm is proposed to coordinate the 

reactive powers between DER-connected buses. Each DER unit at 

a DER-connected bus has been equipped with a local unit 

controller which has bi-way communications with unit controllers 

at adjacent units of the same bus as the unit under consideration. 

A consensus-based distributed control algorithm is used to 

allocate the total demand among units with respect to their 

capacities. The test results on a modified IEEE 123-node feeder 

are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

 

Index Terms— Distributed control; distributed energy 

resources; distribution systems; reactive power control; 

three-phase 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ISTRIBUTED energy resources (DER) is defined as 

smaller-scale power generation or storage, such as solar 

photovoltaic, wind farms, and plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicles[1]. The high penetration of DERs in distribution 
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systems may cause system-wide voltage rise, or drop problems. 

Voltage violations are traditionally handled by automatically 

controlled tap-changing under load transformers, set voltage 

regulators, and fixed/switched capacitors. However, existing 

equipment is not inherently designed to handle the variability 

introduced by DERs, and the lifetime of the equipment could be 

dramatically reduced due to the increased number of operations 

that they may undergo. 

A potential solution to this problem lies on the utilization of 

DERs to provide reactive power support for voltage regulation 

with proper control strategies. The controlling of system 

voltages through DERs can be achieved through either a 

centralized method [2]–[4], or a decentralized method [5]–[7]. 

The first method uses a centralized controller located at a 

substation to regulate all DERs in the system based on 

system-wide voltage measurements and complete information 

of DERs in the system. Although the centralized control 

methods can effectively regulate the system voltages, those 

methods required a complicated communication network for 

real-time applications, and any fault or delay in communication 

at a bus or DER can affect the performance of overall voltage 

regulation. The second method, which should be more 

economical and does not require complete knowledge of DERs, 

relies on a decentralized control strategy. Each distributed 

resource exchanges information with its neighbors and makes a 

local control decision. Collectively, local control decisions 

should have the same effect as the centralized control strategy. 

The authors of [5] proposed a switching control scheme where 

the DERs are operated with a constant power factor while bus 

voltages are within specifications, and, whenever there is a 

voltage violation, their reactive power is adjusted so that the 

system returns to the desired operating conditions. In [6] a 

multi-agent based decentralized approach was proposed for 

reactive power control of distributed resources, and the 

proposed approach was focused on linear consensus algorithms 

that converge to a cooperative solution in finite time. The 

authors of [7] proposed a two-stage voltage control architecture 
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that the local controller for each bus first tries to adjust its 

reactive powers within its capacity to maintain its voltage 

within specifications whenever there is a voltage violation, and 

if additional capacities required, neighboring buses are required 

to support the additional request through a consensus based 

distributed algorithm. However, the sensitivity factors used for 

determining reactive power changes are based on Jacobian 

matrix which requires real-time measurements or estimations 

for system-wide voltage information, and those sensitivities are 

also sensitive to operating condition changes.  

This paper proposes a new distributed control method for 

three-phase reactive power control of distributed energy 

resources in distribution systems.  Each DER-connected bus is 

equipped with a bus controller to adjust the total reactive-power 

generations of distributed resources units to prevent all its 

monitored buses from voltage violations. When voltage 

violations occur, the required reactive power changes for a 

DER-connected bus are determined based on the voltage 

violations on its monitored buses, and equivalent impedances 

and phase angle shifting between the equivalent source at the 

substation and the study bus. If the required generations of a 

DER-connected bus are beyond its capacities, the neighbor 

DER-connected buses are joining in to share the required 

additional generations. The bus controller only needs 

communicate with its neighbor bus controllers located at its 

upstream and downstream, and uses locally measured 

information. Each DER unit at a DER-connected bus is 

equipped with a unit controller, and uses only local information 

and communicates with its neighbor units to determine its share 

of total reactive power changes required by the connected bus. 

A new iterative residual splitting algorithm is proposed to 

determine the reactive power changes of buses, and a consensus 

based algorithm is used to determine the share of each unit for 

the total reactive power changes at the bus.   

II. DETERMINATION OF THREE PHASE REACTIVE POWERS FOR 

DER-CONNECTED BUSES OF DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

Fig. 1 shows an example of a distribution system. The 

distribution system includes a distribution substation in which a 

three-phase transformer receives electric power from power 

transmission systems, and provides the power to downstream 

loads through power lines. The distribution system may have 

several buses connected with distributed energy resources 

(DERs). The loads, DERs and power lines may be of 

single-phase, double-phase, or three-phase. The distribution 

systems operate in a radial configuration. 

In Fig. 1, the system includes one substation transformer, and 

six DER-connected buses, including buses    ,    ,    , 

   ,    , and    . Each bus may be connected with several 

distributed energy units. Taken bus    as example, it has 

connected with four photovoltaic units. 

 

 
Fig. 1. An example of distribution system with DERs 

 

Considering the characteristics of DERs, the DERs are well 

suitable for dealing with fast voltage variations caused by 

intermittent renewable resources and storage-capable loads, 

and not best fit for the slow voltage variation caused by regular 

load and generation changes which usually be handled by the 

substation transformers, voltage regulators and shunt 

capacitors. Therefore, it is assumed that the tap positions of 

transformers, regulators and energized capacitor units are fixed 

while regulating of distributed energy resources.  

The reactive power generations of each DER-connected bus 

are regulated according to the measured voltages at a set of 

buses that monitored by the DER-connected bus. If the voltages 

on any phase of its monitored buses are sensed to be above or 

below the thresholds, an estimate for reactive power that should 

be injected into the bus to clear the voltage violation will be 

determined, and the corresponding reactive power changes for 

the DER-connected bus are obtained by averaging of required 

reactive power changes for all violated monitored buses.  

Fig. 2 is an example of monitored buses for a 

DER-connected bus, bus    . Besides itself, bus     has three 

additional monitored buses, including one upstream monitored 

bus,      , and two downstream monitored buses       , 

and       . The bus     adjusts its total reactive power 

generations from its connected DERs according to the voltages 

measured on those four monitored buses. 

 
Fig. 2. An example of monitored buses for a DER-connected bus 
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For each monitored bus, a set of voltage changes can be 

determined for clearing its voltage violation according to: 

 |    |    
    |    |           |    |    

    

 |    |                              if   
    |    |    

    

 |    |    
    |    |        if |    |    

    

       {     }                (1) 

where, |    | is the magnitude of voltage at bus i on phase s, 

  
    and   

    are the lower and upper thresholds for the 

magnitudes of voltages at bus i,  |    | is the required voltage 

change for clearing voltage violation at bus i on phase s.  

Unlike commonly used sensitivity based approaches that 

determine the required reactive power changes based on 

system-wide impedance information and all voltage 

measurements or estimations, the required changes for reactive 

powers at any bus are determined based on the voltage 

violations on the bus, and equivalent impedances and phase 

angle shifting on the shortest path between the primary side of 

substation transformer and the bus under consideration.  

Fig. 3 gives an example of shortest path between the primary 

side of substation transformer and a bus,         monitored by 

the DER-connected bus,    . It includes 9 line segments. 

 
Fig. 3. An example of shortest path between the substation transformer and a 

monitored bus  

 

The angle shifts between the primary side of substation 

transformer and bus i on each phase can be determined through 

an aggregated voltage amplifying factor matrix,    
 that is 

introduced by the transformers or voltage regulators or phase 

jumpers along the shortest path between the substation and bus 

i: 

   
 ∏                                        (2) 

where,     
 is the voltage amplifying factor matrix of a voltage 

regulator or transformer or phase jumper between two buses, 

bus u and bus d which reside on the shortest path from the 

substation to the bus under consideration. 

The equivalent impedance of the shortest path between the 

substation transformer and bus i,    
   

 are determining by 

aggregating the impedance matrices for each line segment on 

the path. 

To achieve the voltage changes described in (1), the required 

current injection changes at bus i are determined as:   
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    (3) 

where,  |    |,  |    | and  |    | are the amount of required 

voltage changes at bus i on phase a, b and c;        
,       

 and 

       
 are the phase angle shifts between the primary side of 

substation and bus i on phase a, b and c, and given by Eq. (2); 

     
 

,      
 

 and      
 

 are the required current injections for phase 

a, b and c;   
   

 is a 3-by-3 matrix of equivalent impedance 

between the equivalent source at the substation and the 

monitored bus with voltage violation, and      
   

 is the element 

of equivalent impedance matrix at the row corresponding to 

phase s and the column corresponding to phase t. 

The reactive power changes at the monitored bus i are 

determined according to: 

  ̃      {|    | 
         

    
     

  }               (4) 

  ̃      {|    | 
         

      
     

  }             (5) 

  ̃      {|    | 
         

      
     

  }              (6) 

where, |    | , |    |  and |    |  are the measured voltage 

magnitudes of bus i on phase a, b and c;   ̃   ,   ̃    and   ̃    

are the required changes for reactive power injections at bus i 

on phase a, b and c respectively.  
The reactive power changes at DER-connected bus i are 

determined according to: 

      
    ̃        ̃    ∑     ̃        

      ∑        

       {     }     (7) 

where,       is the averaged change of reactive power injection 

at bus i on phase s;   ,    and    are the availability of voltage 

violation at bus u, bus i and d; bus u and bus d are the monitored 

buses located upstream and downstream to bus i respectively; 

    is the set of monitored buses directly downstream to bus i. 

  ̃    and   ̃    are the required changes of reactive power 

injection at bus u and d on phase s.  

After obtained the required reactive power changes, the 

required total reactive powers from bus i on phase s ,     can be 

determined as: 

       
                                      (8) 

where,    
  is the current reactive power at bus i on phase s, and 

  is a scale factor used for preventing reactive power 

over-compensation when there are multiple violations existing, 

and can be set as the inverse of total number of DER-buses 

downstream to the substation.  

The reactive power generation at bus i on phase s,      is 

bounded by its upper and lower thresholds as: 

   
            

                           (9) 

where,    
    and    

    are the upper and lower thresholds for 

reactive powers at bus i on phase s. There are two factors that 

constrain the capacity of a DER-connected bus for reactive 
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power generation, one is that the total apparent power cannot 

exceed the rated capacity, and the other is that the power factor 

must be greater than a minimum allowed value. Accordingly, 

the upper and lower thresholds for reactive powers at bus i on 

phase s can be defined as: 

   
       {√(    

   )
 
 (    )

 
 |    |

√  (     )
 

     }  (10) 

   
        

                                   (11) 

where,      is the current active power generation at bus i on 

phase s,     
                             power generation at  

bus i on phase s, and        is the minimum allowed power 

factor.  

The DERs directly connected to the bus will be instructed to 

provide the estimated reactive powers defined in (8) if the 

estimations are within thresholds given in (10) and (11). 

Otherwise, they will output their maximum/minimum capacity. 

The difference in reactive power between the estimate and what 

the DERs connected to the bus can provide will be requested 

from other buses that have additional capacities.  

III. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL OF DER-BUS CONTROLLERS AND 

ITERATIVE RESIDUAL SPLITTING ALGORITHM 

The controlling of voltages of the distribution system can be 

implemented using a two-level control architecture. The first 

one is the DER-bus controller that determines reactive power 

needs for each DER-connected bus based on voltage violation 

in the system. The second one is the DER-unit controller that 

allocates the reactive power request from a DER-bus into each 

DER-unit connected to the bus. Each phase of a DER-bus or 

DER-unit is regulated independently. 

A. Distributed Control for DER-bus Controllers 

Each bus connected with DERs is equipped with a local bus 

controller that regulates the reactive power generations of 

DERs connected to the bus based on the local measured 

voltages on its monitored buses, and communicates with 

neighbor bus controllers located at its upstream and 

downstream to obtain system-wide information and coordinate 

the reactive powers between all DER-connected buses.  

Fig. 4 gives the schematic of communication paths between 

DER-connected buses for the distribution system in Fig.1. In 

Fig. 4, each bus controller has a bi-way communication with its 

neighbor bus controllers located at its upstream and 

downstream. Taken the controller at bus     as an example, it 

has bi-way communications with the controller of bus     at 

its upstream, and the controllers of bus      and bus     at its 

downstream. For the controller at bus    , it does not have bus 

controller at its upstream, so it only communicates with the 

controllers at its downstream. For the controllers at bus    , 

bus    , and bus    , they do not  have bus controllers at their 

downstream, so those controllers only communicate with the 

ones at their upstream. 

 
Fig. 4. An example of communication paths between DER-connected buses 

 

The reactive power generation for any DER-connected bus i 

on any phase s,      can be divided into three components: 

         
        

   
     

          {     }     (12) 

where,     
    is the reactive power used to support its own 

voltage,      
   

 and     
    are the additional capacitive and 

inductive reactive powers used to assist mitigating the over 

upper- and lower- voltage thresholds of neighbor bus 

controllers. 

The reactive power for supporting its own voltage is 

determined solely by the local controller at bus i according to: 

         
        

                        
    

         
                     if     

            
    

         
        

             if         
    

  {     }                (13) 

However, the additional capacitive and inductive reactive 

powers have to be determined through iterative processes for 

coordination among DER-connected buses in the system using 

distributed control algorithm.  

The initial setting of capacitive reactive power for mitigating 

lower-threshold voltage violations at its neighbor buses is 

determined according to: 

            
   [ ]   0                     if         

    

            
   

[ ]          
       if         

    

  {     }                (14) 

The capacities of the capacitive reactive powers are 

determined as: 

              
       

     
               if         

    

              
       

                          if         
    

  {     }                (15) 

The initial setting of inductive reactive power for mitigating 

upper-threshold voltage violations at its neighbor buses is 

determined according to: 

    
   [ ]      

                     if          
    

    
   [ ]                                 if         

    

  {     }                (16) 

The capacities of inductive reactive powers are determined as: 
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         0                       if         

     

             
                

         if         
    

  {     }                (17) 

B. Proposed Iterative Residual Splitting algorithm 

For each phase of each DER-connected bus, its additional 

capacitive and inductive reactive power generations are 

separately determined by using a distributed control algorithm 

described here.  

Unlike the common used consensus based algorithms that 

allocate the total demand among participating parties evenly or 

proportional to their capacities, this algorithm allocates the total 

demand more favorable to the buses that are close to the buses 

with the demand. For a distribution system, the voltage 

violations are more effectively corrected by the reactive power 

sources close to the buses with violations. The farther the 

source from the buses with violations, the less effective the 

source corrects the voltage violations. Thus, the available even 

splitting strategy based consensus algorithms, in our opinion, 

did not well fit with reactive power control problem.  

Let    be the positive reactive power determined for bus i, 

and the controller at the bus is treated as one node of a directed 

graph. The goal of this algorithm is to find a feasible solution 

that enables its value within a set of lower and upper bounds: 

    
         

                             (18) 

where,   
    and   

    is the non-negative maximum and 

minimum capacities of node i.   
    is defined by (15) for 

determining the capacitive reactive powers, and (17) for 

determining the inductive reactive powers.   
    is set as zero. 

The proposed algorithm divides the corresponding reactive 

power of each bus into two parts, one is a feasible part that lies 

within its upper and lower bounds,   , and the other is a residual 

part,     that is the amount of reactive powers beyond the 

bounds. An iterative process is used to update the feasible and 

residual powers of each node, and split the sum of residual 

powers between neighbor nodes iteratively until a converged 

solution is obtained. For practical consideration, the process is 

terminated when a given number of iterations is reached. 

At each step of iterations, the current residual value of each 

node is split into half for the node itself, and half for the nodes 

that can receive information from the study node. For example, 

the current feasible and residual values of node i  at current step 

k are   [ ] and    [ ]. The number of neighbor nodes that node 

i can transmit information to is   
   . The shares for node i and 

any node adjacent to node i of    [ ]  are 
 

 
   [ ]  and 

 

   
      [ ]. The new feasible and residual values for node i  at 

next step (k+1) can be determined by checking against its lower 

and upper bounds with an aggregate value determined by 

aggregating its current feasible value and all residual shares 

allocated from itself, and all nodes that can send information to 

node i from current step k together. This aggregate value is 

determined as (  [ ]  
 

 
   [ ]  ∑

 

    
      [ ]     

   ,   
   

is the set of nodes that can transmit information to node i , 

   [ ] is the residual value of node j at step k,   
    is the 

number of nodes that node j can transmit information to.  The 

portion within the bounds is the new feasible value, and the 
portion beyond the bounds is the new residual value. 

The feasible and residual powers are iteratively updated 
according to: 

  ̃[   ]    [ ]  
 

 
   [ ]  ∑

 

    
      [ ] 

    
  

 

(19) 

  [   ]    
                    if   ̃[   ]    

    

  [   ]    ̃[k+1]             if   
      ̃[   ]    

    

  [   ]    
                    if   ̃[   ]    

    

(20) 

   [   ]    ̃[   ]    
      if    ̃[   ]    

    

   [   ]                                   if   
      ̃[   ]    

    

   [   ]    ̃[   ]    
        if   ̃[   ]    

    

(21) 

where,   ̃[   ] is an aggregation of current feasible power 

and shares of residual powers.   [   ] and    [   ] are the 

feasible and residual reactive powers of bus i at step (k+1). The 

initial feasible and residual powers at bus i,    [0], and    [0] 

are determined based on the reactive powers defined by (14) for 

determining the capacitive reactive powers, and (16) for 

determining the inductive reactive powers.  

After a given number of iterations, the additional capacitive, 

or inductive reactive power supplied by bus i,     can be set as: 

     [ ]                               (22) 

where,   is a predetermined number. 

Using this algorithm, each DER-bus controller only needs 

local information from itself and neighbors to make decisions. 

At each iterative step, each bus only needs to send the amount 

of shares for its residual reactive power to its neighbor buses, 

and receives the shares of other bus’s residual active powers 

from its neighbor buses.  

IV. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL OF DER-UNIT CONTROLLERS 

USING CONSENSUS BASED ALGORITHM 

After the DER-bus controller determined the amount of 

reactive powers that the DERs connected to the bus need to be 

generated, the DER-bus controller will send the amount of 

required reactive powers to the DER units, and the request will 

be allocated to each unit according to their capacities using a 

consensus based distributed control algorithm. 

A. Distributed Control for DER-unit Controllers 

Each individual unit at the bus connected with DERs has an 

independent unit controller for adjusting its reactive power 

injections according to the total amount of reactive power 
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determined for the bus by the bus controller and generations 

from all other units connected to the same bus.  

Fig. 5 gives an example of communication paths between a 

DER-bus controller and corresponding unit controllers for the 

DER units connected to the bus. The bus,     has connected 

with four units,      ,      ,       and      . Each unit 

has two-way communications with its neighbor units. One of 

the units is selected as the leading unit to receive command 

from the bus controller. For example, unit       is selected as 

the leading unit in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. An example of communication paths between DER-unit controllers and 
local bus controller 

 

The bus controller issues a command demanding an amount 

of reactive power to a leading unit controller. After the leading 

unit receives the command, an iterative exchange of 

information between units begins: each unit in the network 

exchanges information with its neighboring units. The 

objective of this information exchange is to distribute the 

required amount of reactive power among all the units such that 

after several rounds of exchanges, each unit keeps a fraction of 

total demand, such that collectively the units provide the total 

amount of reactive power demanded by the bus controller. 

B. Fine-time Consensus-based Algorithm 

A consensus based distributed control algorithm [8] is used 

here. Each unit controller is treated as a node of a directed 

graph.  The algorithm has executed two iterative processes in 

parallel. The goal of the first process is evenly splitting the total 

demand into each node, and the second one is evenly splitting 

the sum of unit capacities into each node. 

Let    be the positive reactive power of node i, and its 

feasible value is constrained by an non-negative lower bound, 

  
    and an non-negative maximum bound,   

   . The initial 

condition for the reactive power of node i is given by    [ ]. 
The first iterative process is used to update the reactive powers 

of units according to: 

  
 [   ]  ∑

 

    
     

 [ ]  {    
  }                 (23) 

where,   
 [ ] and   

 [   ] are the values of reactive powers 

of node i at the step k, and step (k+1). The initial condition of  

  
 [ ] is set as: 

  
 [ ]    [ ]    

                               (24) 

The second iterative process is used to update the capacities of 

nodes according to: 

  
 [   ]  ∑

 

    
     

 [ ]  {    
  }          (25) 

where,   
 [ ]  and   

 [   ]  are the values of capacities of 

node i at the step k, and step (k+1). The initial condition of 

  
 [ ] is set as: 

  
 [ ]    

      
                            (26) 

After specified number of iterations, m, the final solution for 

reactive power supplied by node i,    can be determined as: 

     
    

  
 [ ]

  
 [ ]

(  
      

   )                             (27) 

Depending on the configuration of communication between 
unit controllers, the algorithm does not necessarily split the 
demand among all units proportional to unit capacities but it 
does ensure that the overall demand is collectively met and the 
reactive powers being demanded from each unit does not 
exceed its capacity limit if the total demand is not greater than 
the total capacity limit. If there is no enough information for 
determining whether the total demand is less than total capacity 
limit, the reactive power supplied by each unit will be checked 

against its capacity limit, and set to its value as its limit when it 

is over the limit. 

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

The proposed distributed control method has been tested on a 

123-bus system with a significant penetration of PV 

installations.  

The test system was adapted from the IEEE 123-node feeder 

[9], and its one-line diagram is given in Fig. 6. The system is 

modified to include 6 buses connected with DERs, and each bus 

has installed 4 photovoltaic units. The upper and lower 

thresholds for phase voltages are set as 1.05 and 0.95 per unit 

respectively. 

 
Fig. 6. One line diagram for IEEE 123-node feeder  

 

Table I lists the detailed information for DER-buses in the 

system, including their monitored buses, total number of 

connected photovoltaic units, scheduled active power 
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generations for each unit on each phase, maximum capacities 

and allowed minimum power factors. Table II gives the 

communication paths between DER-bus controllers in the 

system. Table III gives the communication paths between DER 

units of each DER-bus. 
TABLE I 

BUSES CONNECTED WITH DERS 

Bus Monitored 

Buses 

Units Phases Sch. 

Gen. 

(KVA 

/unit 

/phase) 

Cap. 

(KVA 

/Unit 

/Phase) 

Min. 

Pow. 

Factor 

13 1,16,18,53 4 ABC 40 + j0 50 0.7 

35 18,39,42 4 ABC 40 + j0 50 0.7 

47 42,48,51 4 ABC 40 + j0 50 0.7 

57 53,59,62,67 4 ABC 100 + j0 150 0.7 

64 62,66 4 ABC 100 + j0 150 0.7 

76 67,83,85,93 4 ABC 40 + j0 50 0.7 

101 67,104,107,114 4 ABC 40 + j0 50 0.7 

 
TABLE II 

BUS CONTROLLER COMMUNICATION PATHS  

Sending Bus Receiving Bus Sending Bus Receiving Bus 

13 35 57 64 

13 57 57 76 

35 13 57 101 

35 47 64 57 

47 35 76 57 

57 13 101 57 
 

TABLE III 

UNIT CONTROLLER COMMUNICATION PATHS  

Sending Unit Receiving Unit Sending Unit Receiving Unit 

1 2 2 4 

1 3 3 1 

2 1 4 2 

Fig. 7 gives a daily load profile and a daily generation profile 

that used for all loads and distributed resources in the system. 

The sampling rate is once per 3 minutes. The horizontal axis 

and vertical axis represent the accumulated number of intervals, 

and scaling factors for loads and active-power generations 

respectively. The base loads are given in [9], and base 

generations are given in Table I.  

 
Fig. 7. Daily load profile and generation profile 

 

Both the centralized method and the proposed distributed 

method are implemented for the test system. The centralized 

method determines the reactive powers based on the Jacobian 

matrices, and utilizes the system wide voltage measurements. It 

has been verified that the proposed method can produce the 

similar results as the centralized one. 

Fig. 8 gives the 24-hour curves of system highest and lowest 

voltages on each phase when the distributed resources operated 

at the unity power factor mode. In this mode, the distributed 

resources only provide active power generations for the system. 

As shown in Fig. 8, the voltage violations for the upper bounds 

are occurring during several periods that the PV units generate 

active powers.  

 
Fig. 8. System highest and lowest voltages when DERs operated with unity 

power factors 

 

Fig. 9 gives the 24-hour curves for system highest and lowest 

voltages on each phase when the distributed resources are 

operating at the reactive power resource mode. In this mode, 

the distributed resources provide both active power and 

reactive power generations to the system. It is obvious that the 

voltage violations caused by the PV units as shown in Fig. 8 

have been significantly mitigated through regulating the 

reactive powers of distributed resources.  

 
Fig. 9. System highest and lowest voltages when DERs operated with 

adjustable reactive powers 

 

Fig. 10 gives the corresponding 24-hour curves for total 

reactive powers generated by all distributed resources in the 
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system when operated at the reactive power resource mode. 

 
Fig. 10. Total reactive powers generated by DERs when DERs operated with 

adjustable reactive powers 

 

Based on those preliminary results, it is safe to say that the 

proposed distributed control method has effectively regulated 

the reactive powers of DERs to control the system voltages that 

usually require system-wide information for a centralized 

method.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has proposed a distributed control method for 

controlling voltages of distribution systems through regulating 

three-phase reactive powers of distributed energy resources. 

Unlike the Jacobian matrix based method that requires 

system-wide voltage information, the proposed method 

determines the reactive power changes for a DER-connected 

bus based on the measured voltages on its local monitored 

buses, and equivalent impedances and phase angle shifting 

between the substation transformer and the bus under 

consideration. 

A bus controller is equipped to each DER-connected bus to 

adjust the reactive power generations of DERs connected to the 

bus, and only communicates with its neighboring bus 

controllers at its upstream and downstream. A DER-connected 

bus adjusts its reactive powers up to its capacities to prevent 

voltage violations on its monitored buses, and an iterative 

coordination between all DER-buses is used when the required 

reactive powers for any DER-bus are over its capacities.  

Unlike consensus based method that allocates total demand 

evenly or proportional to their capacities among participating 

parties, the proposed residual splitting method allocates total 

required reactive powers more favorable to the DER-buses that 

are close to the buses with violations.  

A DER-unit controller is equipped to each DER unit at a 

DER-connected bus, and uses a bi-way communication to 

exchange information with its adjacent units. The total reactive 

power request of the bus is allocated to all units according to 

their capacities. 
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